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UNIT 18: BIOLOGY/Ornithology 

Naturalist at Large 
 

 
 

New Vocabulary 
topknot 
bottomlands 
swath 
brace 
thumps 
headgear 

 
Specialised 
Vocabulary 
woodpecker 
ivory-bill 
bill, beak 
habitat 
extinction 
 
Homonyms 
bill 
crest 
shield 
wing 
back 

 

 

Preparing to read: Have you ever gone on field trips in order to analyse 
the birds and their way of living? Do you see any use of doing it? How 
can you help the observed birds? 
 
“It had a long neck, and the head – it had a red topknot that came to point, 

and it had a big white bill – it looked real cartoonish.” Gene Sparling, a 

kayaker from Hot Springs, Arkansas, was on the phone, eagerly describing 

his encounter with a woodpecker on February 11, 2004, in the Arkansas 

bottomlands. Sparling had been kayaking on the bayou when the bird “flew 

overhead and landed on a cypress tree less than seventy feet in front of me.” 

He thought he had seen a “superlarge” pileated woodpecker, “with white in 

the wrong places.” But every feature he described seemed to fit another bird, 

the ivory-billed woodpecker, a bird many people thought had gone extinct in 

the mid-twentieth century. When he said “cartoonish”, goose bumps popped 

up on my arms, and the little bit of hair I still have on my head stood on end. I 

had never heard anyone use the word “cartoonish” to describe an ivory-bill, 

but it was perfect. […] Eleven months earlier, another report had come in 

about a bird in Arkansas whose description matched that of the ivory-bill. 

That bird, from the white River National Wildlife Refuge, was reportedly a 

large black woodpecker with a prominent white shield on its lower back. The 

shield was divided into two parts, as if the wings were held slightly apart to 

reveal a black back underneath. The crest was red.  […] The ivory-billed 

woodpecker once ranged over a wide swath of the southeastern United States, 

from the Carolinas westward to Houston, Texas, and as far north as southern 

Illinois, as well as in Cuba. For a woodpecker, it had an unusual way of 

grasping a tree – it would place both feet wide apart and then brace itself with 

its long, recurved tail as it pounded the bark with both beak and body. A 

series of such thumps, delivered sideways from left and right, would loosen 

the bark to uncover the larvae of wood-boring beetles that made up the bulk 

of the ivory-bill’s diet. The colorful scarlet crest of male and its cream-

colored bill made ivory-bill heads popular adornments on the headgear of the 

Native Americans. When Europeans arrived, they too became enamored of 

the birds’ decorative value. In the early nineteenth century, the killing of 

ivory-bills increased dramatically, primarily because of demand for the heads 

as curiosities. By 1901 a law was passed to prohibit such “collecting”, but by 

then the species was facing an even more difficult challenge: the loss of 

habitat as a result of unchecked logging. In 1942 the American ornithologist 

James T. Tanner, who conducted extensive research and the only field study 

ever done of the ivory-bill, concluded that habitat loss, rather than collecting, 

posed the greatest obstacle to the continued existence of the bird: “Shooting 

of a few birds,” Tanner wrote, could serve only as “the final cause for their 

extinction.”  
 

Source: Bobby R. Harrison, “Phantom of the Bayou”, in Natural History, September 

2005, p. 18-21. 
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Section I 
VOCABULARY ACTIVITIES 

 
I. HOMONYMS. The following words have at least two meanings. Look 
them up into a dictionary and find both the general and the specific 
meaning of each word: 
 

Model: bill  

1. general meaning – a statement of costs or charges 

2. specific meaning – a beaklike mouth part ; a part of the jaws of a bird;  
 

1. crest 

a. general meaning - …………………………………………………………………………………… 

b. specific meaning - …………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. shield 

a. general meaning - …………………………………………………………………………………… 

b. specific meaning - …………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. wing 

a. general meaning - …………………………………………………………………………………… 

b. specific meaning - …………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. back 

a. general meaning - …………………………………………………………………………………… 

b. specific meaning - …………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

II. MAKE YOUR SPECIALISED WORDLIST. Chose from the following words linked with the field 
of ornithology as well as from the word cloud below those words which could describe the 
appearance of a bird: bottomlands, beak, swath, headgear, wing, habitat, tail, brace, nest, 
feather, woodpecker, egg, ivory-bill, talons, extinction, claw, thumps, webbed foot, and topknot. 

Then write them down here. 
........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................ 

 

 
 

III. MAKING CLASSIFICATIONS. In the left-hand column of the table you can find names of all 
sorts of birds. Classify them according to the following seven categories: birds of prey, 
seabirds, musical birds, migratory and resident birds, poultry and pets. (See G: D) 
 

lark, canary, owl, 

crow, parrot, jaybird,  

eagle, goose, vulture, 

hawk, turkey, falcon, 

kite, puffin, stork, 

albatross, duck, gull, 

penguin, kingfisher, 

flamingo, chicken,  

dove, hummingbird, 

magpie, cuckoo,  

sparrow, nightingale, 

woodpecker. 

Birds 
of prey 

Seabirds Musical 
birds 

Migratory 
birds 

Resident 
birds 

Poultry Pets 
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Section II   
LANGUAGE FOCUS 

 

I. BIRD SIMILES. Make up sentences with the following similes paying 
attention to their structure and meaning: explicit similes (As + adjective 
+ as structure with explicit meanings), implicit similes (Like + Noun 
Phrase with implicit meanings) and metaphorical collocations (which 
may appear like similes, but which are not). Fill in the table below and 
look them up into a dictionary:  
 

 

as wise as an owl 

eat like a bird  

as harmless as a dove 

eyes like a hawk 

run around like a chicken 

with its head cut off   

as happy as a lark 

sing like a bird   

eagle eyes  

as graceful as a swan 

bird brain   

as naked as a jay bird  

 

Explicit Similes Implicit Similes Metaphorical 

Collocations 

Meaning 

    

 
II.  GAPPED TEXT FOR SPECIFIC PATTERNS. Listen to the following text about The 

Association of Field Ornithologists and fill in with the missing patterns. Make a wordlist with all the 
adjectival patterns you filled the gapped text with. 
 
The Association of Field Ornithologists (AFO) is one of the world's major societies of ……………. 

and ……………. ornithologists …………….the……………. study and dissemination of information 

about birds in their …………….habitats. ……………. in 1922 as the …………….Association, AFO 

shortly thereafter became the …………….Association. This origin promoted an emphasis on 

…………….banding and …………….techniques, always with …………….studies as a focus. 

…………….studies continue to be a focus and, with the ……………. techniques in ……………. 

ecology, ……………. technology, and …………….ecology now ……………., …………….studies 

of birds are approaching ever ……………. questions. AFO encourages the participation of amateurs 

in research, and emphasizes the …………….biology of birds. The AFO publishes the Journal of 

…………….Ornithology and prides itself as serving as a bridge between the …………….and the 

……………. ornithologist. The organization's …………….  and …………….  council consist of both 

……………. and …………….  ornithologists, in recognition of the contributions that both make to 

ornithology. 
(http://www.afonet.org/index_english.html, retrieved on 25 October 2008, 14:23) 

 
 
III. REUTILISING ADJECTIVAL PATTERNS. Now make up sentences of your choice using the 
adjectival patterns in exercise II. (See G: IV) 
 
 
 
 

http://www.afonet.org/index_english.html
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Section III  
TEXT STRUCTURE 

 

I. THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE WORM! Think of the saying and write a 
short explanation to it.  (See G: G) 
…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

II. ORGANISING JUMBLED SENTENCES. Make sense of the following paragraph by putting the 
jumbled sentences in the correct order: (See G: C) 
1. By his estimate, only twenty-four of the birds  

2. call of the ivory-bill (which sounded like the blasts of a toy trumpet) or its  

3.  positive sighting in the U.S. took place in 1944. No one wanted to believe  

4.  thought to have gone extinct in the U.S. By midcentury, visitors to the  

5. cypress swamps and pine forests of the Southeast no longer heard the distinct 

6. the birds were gone, but no one could prove otherwise. 

7. unique double knocks as it slammed its beak and body against the bark. […] The last  

8. remained. Soon after Tanner published his study, the birds were 
 

(Bobby R. Harrison, “Phantom of the Bayou”, in Natural History, September 2005, p. 18-21.) 

 

 
III.  DEFINING CATEGORIES. Read the following definitions and find a category for each of 
them among the following: birds of prey, seabirds, musical birds, migratory and resident birds, 
poultry and pets. (See G: C.1) 
 
1. Marine creatures that make their living from the sea but they lay eggs on the land.  

2. Also called raptors, they are meat eaters and capture their prey by using their feet with curved, sharp 

talons, instead of their sharp, hooked beak.  

3. Also called birdsongs, they are very mythical and used to signal the time of day and night.: the 

cuckoo is the bird of spring, its song traditionally announcing the beginning of the growing season, the 

lark sings in the early morning while the nightingale during the night. The sound of one of the most 

popular cartoon characters knocking its beak against a tree resonates loudly through the forest.   

4. Birds kept in cages at home as birds of choice. 

5. Birds undergoing periodic migration, travelling from one place to another at regular times of 

year, often over long distances; nomadic. 
6. Domesticated fowl valued for their meat and eggs. 

7. Birds that do not migrate, nonmigratory, not in the habit of migrating.  
 
 


